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ALGORITHM AND PROGRAM FOR INFORMATION PROCESSING
WITH THE "FILIN" APPARATUS
by L. S. Gurin, V. S. Mokrov, Ye. I. Moskalenko -nd K. A. Tsoy
This work describes the algorithm and encloses the program (language "For-2*
tran-4") for identifying segments of information obtained from the "Filin" tele-
scope - spectrometer that are "suspicious" for the presence of an x-ray source.
In accordance with [1] the proposed algorithm is an algorithm of a lower
level. The information that is freed of uninformative segments is evaluated
by the experiment organizers and is subjected to further processing with the
involvement of algorithms of a higher level.
1. Content of Experiment
On the station "Salyut-4" that was launched on 26 December 1974 the	 Z2
"Filln" telescope-spectrometer was installed that was designed to record
radiation from space sources in the range 0.2-10 kev. In order to obtain
spectral characteristics of the source the given energy range was divided into
6 subranges: 0.2 -0.6 kev (c,lannel F1-5), 0.6-0.9 kev (F1-6), 0.9-2 kev (F1-7),
2-3.1 kev (F1-1), 3.1-5.9 kev (F1-2), and 5.9-10 kov (Fl-3). In addition, there
were two more summary channels: F1-8 (0.2-2 kev) and Fl- 14 (2-10 kev), and a
channel that recorded the background of charged particles, F1-12. The mechanical
slit collimators limit the visual field of the x-ray detectors to 3x10 0 with
respect to the half-width of the beam pattern. The instrument readings re-
corded - on magnetic tape after primary processsing of information are values
Numbers in margin indicate pagination in foreign text.
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The "Filin" apparatus operated about 120 hours in different patterns. For
a detailed description of the instrument and operating patterns see [2]; here we
will only examine the pattern of orientation in the local zenith at which the
position of the optic axis of the telescope during movement of the station was
maintained in the direction of the local vertical, while the visual field of
the instrument was moved over the celestial sphere perpendicular to the broad
side with a velocity of aboi- I a arg.min/s. Here the recording of signals from
the cbserved sources is ar ',isceles triangle with width of the base about 9C s,
which corresponds roughly tc 300 instrument readings in each )f the examined
channels.	 L
The abundance of obtained information significantly impairs isolation of
weak sources on the background of charged particles. Therefore the task at the
first stage is reduced to "rejection" of those segments of informs Uon where
there are no sources. This work presents a method that makes it possible to
isolate the places in the information in which a source is mathematically
possible, and after verification of the physical criteria fed into the computer
for the presence of a source to issue "suspicious" seg„iants for more detailed
analysis.
The physical criteria include:
1. The source in the examined operating pattern of the instrument is
recorded in the form of a triangular-shaped impulse on recordings in different
energy ranges, whereby the width of the triangle base cannot exceed 140 s, other-
wise we have an anomaly, i.e., the passage through the metering devices of the
Instrument of a stream of charged particles.
2. If the velocity of counting in the maximum impulse in the F1-12 channel
is comparable or greater than the corresponding amount in the channels that
record the x-ray radiation, for example, in channel F1-4, then "imitation" of the
x-ray radiation by the charged particles occurs.
2
E`
3. In sources of x-ray radiation the velocity of counting in the F1-3
channel must iot exceed the value of counting velocity in the F1-2 channel.
This follows from the behavior of the curve of recording effectiveness of
x-ray quanta [2], as well as from the fact that the sources that possesL a
sharply r9si-17 spectrum in this area until now were not observed. Therefore in
such a care we will consider that we again have "imitation" of the source by
the charged particles.
2. Information anr; Algorithm 	 ZI
The initial information before feeding into the program is preliminarily
averaged for each channel such that the possible source is represented by 5-9
points. In particular, in the examined operating pattern of the instrument the
averaging was done for 48 values of the countinE velociti ps. Segments of
averaged information, where the instrument readings in more than 15 points in
a row exceed 100 i/s are considered anomalous and are nullified by the program.
Since we are interested in the segments which are "suspicious" if but for
one of the channels that record x-ray radiation, then further discussions refer
only to one channel.
It is assumed that the, result of measuring the random process is an addi-
tive mixture of the signal and the interference, and due to the discreteness of
the measurements can be written in the following farm:
3X 01t4) • 3i ge 4 ♦3t,	 (1)
where Si f(ti)--signal and .3 --interference.
Since it is known that the signal has a triangular shape, then S i cwn be




where 2k + 1--width of signal, a--its amplitude, and io- -time parameter.
It is required that according to the measurements of Y i the unknown
parameters be determined (in our case a, io, k). With fixed values of i o and
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where //Y.- N, ♦ V?X,04//,2.
The segm^ents of information for which a > av re considered "suspicious".
Here 6av ^=^ " av' av -mean value of dispersion of measurements Y i with respect
to the session. The amount of D aV is determined with respect to the background,
whereby the background refers to the interval corresponding to 90% of the area
of the histogram constructed according to the measurements. In nefining Dcp
the following hypothesis was considered, following from the preliminary analysis
of information:	 M	 (M--number of sources in a session, n•--width
r^ 7U
of source, N--total number of points) which means that the presence of sources
does not noticeably distort the histogram of the background.
The general algorithm looks as follows:
1. With respect to the 3ntire session for the values not exceeding 50 i/s
we construct a histogram and define D
av
2. From (3) for the assigned K at each point of the session we define a.
3. The points in which a > a v occurs and the criteria for the presence
of a source as "suspicious" are fulfilled, are separated for more detailed analysis.
3. Fro am and Results of Calculation




The program operates with averaged initial information of the session
divided into IN files SDSK(410). In the proposed text of the program,the 	 zz
information counting occurs from the magnetic disk ( YeS computer).
The SDSK structure:
SDSK(1)--number of points in the file= SDSK(2)--number of sessions SDSK(3-
5)--date of session. Starting with SDSK(10) the information referring to the
given point I of the file is recorded in groups of 10 numbers each (I< 40)1
SDSK(10+(I-1)x10)--Moscow time, for example, 233409- -23 hours,34 minutes, 9 seconds=
SDSK(11-19+(I-1)x10)--values of counting rates in channels F1-1,...,F1-S, F1-12.
The groups of "suspicious" points between which the distance does not
exceed K are stored in the file MAP. If this condition is violated, then the
given segment togethar with the K-environs are issued in print (subprogram
PAPER).
In the subprogram MID with respect to the segments of "empty" information




As a result of the work the programs are issued in print (for illustration
we will limit ourselves to an examination of channels F1-1, 2, 3, 12):
1. Initial information of session:
time F1-1 F1-2 F1-3 F1-12
1;51 94.6 203.0 583.1 63.3
1336 83.6 17ti.2 48798 53.9
1321 7015 144.0 406.4 $304
1306 69.3 14.1 34801 116.3
1251 7693 150.2 33495 67.1
1237 88.1 1srf.3 334.4 7900
1222 9800. 174.9 321.4 6942
1207 109.6 18i.9 31807 10s.6
1152 109.3 195.5 32198 12408
1137 120.3 20).4 304.1 13001
1122 107.2 18f.s 265.8 115.4
.
















time F1-1 F1-2 Fl-3 F1-12 Number of
point of session
1053 4404 81.6 143.8 s7.1 110
1038 34.6 70.1 117.1 $1.3 111
1073 2806 6407 10660 $00 4 112
1008 2691 5404 85•.7 5000 113
4 53 2000 4402 7208 4302 114
9 36 14.2 31.4 55.7 3998 111
923 1162 24.3 4101 3802 116
.108 • 908 25.8 3701 3848 117
2.	 The histogram for determining the background, number of points by
which the background is defined, and mean value of the background according to
the session and cr
i/sec F1-1 Fl-2 F1-3 F1-12
1 ^.^ 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 0.0 0.0 000 0.0
i 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
S 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 000 0.0 1.0 .0.0
7 42.0 1.0 1.0 000
8 6500 3.0 18.0 0.0
9 1300 2700 39.0 0.0
10 20:0 $2.0 37.0 090
11 9.0 20.0 12.0 100
12 2.0 5.0 4.0 0.0
13 2 .0 5.0 4.0 000
14 1.0 6.0 1.0 000
is 1.0 7.0 1.0 100
16 0.0 1.0 2.0 0.0
17 110 4.0 6.0 710
.	 18 0.0 1.0 7.0 21.0
19 0.0 0.0 1.0 3100
20 1.0 110 1.0 32.0
21 0.0 3.0 0.0 7.0
22 000 6.0 0.0 6.0
23 0.0 7.0 2.0 4.0
24 1.0 4.0 3.0 0.0
25 000 1.0 2.0 2.0
26 1.0 1.0 5.0 0.0
27 0.0 0.0 2.0 5 .0
2 8 0.0 1.0 0.0 5.0
6
1JUGINAL PAGE 1S
OF P(_X)R QU ALM'
F1-1 F1-2 F1 -3 F1-12
2 . 0 0.0 1.0 1.00.0 0.0 0.0 2.0
0 . 0 1.0 2.0 3.0
0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
0 . 0 0.0 1.0 0.0
0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
1.0 0.0 O.Q. 2.0
0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
0.0 0.0 1.0 3•j0.0 0.0 0.0 1.a
0.0 0.0 0.0 5,0
040 0.0 0.0 3.0
0.0 000 1.0 0.00.6 0.0. 0.0 2.0
1.0 0.0 0.0 3.0
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0
0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
C.0 0.0 0.0 2.0
152 127 116 1i0
J.1 lo.i 9.1 1A.2























3. The number of "empty" points between the "suspicious" segments, and the 	 /2
mean values of counting rates in them and o f (j= 1,2,...,8,12).
The values of amount a in the "suspicious" points (for comparison a av accor-
ding to the session is printed over them) and the segment of initial in'or-






Fl -•1 F1-2 Fl-3
3 3 3
4 2610 246.5 21100
0.1 8 E	 03 0.11E	 03 0.961 01
1.11 1.7 192




161 0 0 19101 2597
604.7 356.3 $261
111790 86096 8394
1 47095 W's •307
184005 683.8 7406
'4000 39.2 43os
2 l000 , 231.8 1f•i
1f.s zoos e.5,
1i  12 12
1.0 9.2 loot


















From an analysis of the trajectory data it follows that the "susp..cious"
segment given as an example corresponds tc the source SCOT:-1 that falls at the
given moment in time in the visual field of the instrument--the brightest x-ray
source in the celestial sphere.
'3;ICLtiAL PAGE I
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Block biayram of Program
input and printing of initial information
of session, nullification of anomalies, con-
struction and printing of histogram, deter-
mination according to it of mean background
and dispersion according to session, and
issuing of these amounts in print (subpro-
gram "mid")












mation in file 'maa:
no	 verification of\
presence of infor-











ding to "empt y" information (sub-
program "mid")	 storage of point in file "map"
to start of cycle
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00 •97 lassie12 8 1 1 • I-1
I^•s•MA ► tt•1)^2
IfthCiKtlt) • 100)A*i1,A 9A•00i
091 iit^itt)- ts)^^;•!t3•^9s
•9Z 14A ► 410I3)80
Mi(a)@0

















0053 sfso Sll c I1)
.0054 iF(i i 14.14.Ia
0055 1t IF(90071071#73
4036 71 J n IilX(s+O•S)
0057 IF(4-$0)?2*72.14
0059 72 pARirOi)•PARt^^i^•1
0059 60_ 10 1 ^►
0060' 73 CONTINUE
0061 lF(3-AB(l))13,14,14
0062 13 KR(I) n KR(1)+1
0063' s6(l)sS6(t)+S+s
0064 ACI) • ACI)+S
OQ6S 14 CON1IkUE
0066 IF(K•l)74074,83
.0067 74 WRI 11 t3 01084
0068 p0	 r5	 J21.50
0060 75	 WRI1E(3 . 1C.'o)J,(PARtJ • I)#Is[.10)
0070 WRIM30co
OoT1 00	 02	 192010
0072 1181
0073 00	 T7	 Js1050
0074 IF «AR(JOI) - PAR(I1 •=)) 77.77.76
0075 76	 I1•j
0076 77 CONIIAUE
0077 A C O S PAR (I 1 0 1)
0078 12410
0070 Ii^^^I))810st,T8
0090 78	 0 0	 so	 1=71,30
•	 oval SwPARCJ•I)/A(i)
0082 IM -0.05)74.79.90
0083 79	 I2 84
0084 60	 10	 $1
OObs s0	 CONIINUE
0086 61	 R$(l)sFLQA1(I2)
i	 0087 82	 CONTI N UE
0086 MRI1 9 0 # 109)
0089 CO	 10	 84





	 C)F P r :l i t. ; ^^t•^i.:i
^t	 = 1
t
0092 00	 as	 10,1010
` 0093 85 ROMS36(t)











0 1 0 4 N580
olos N680




0110 00	 )0	 M010hK2
0111 REAO(7'IN)(SOSKtj)#I9t0410)
0112 IN'ih*1











0123 WRI 1 E C3, 104)
0124 21 CONTINUE
0123 DO	 50	 M191,PT
.0126 NPT&NPT+1
0127 J19R-1
0129 Do	 Y 2	 Js10J1
0129 J29Jo1




















0140 24 KT n RT•1
0150 00 26	 I n2t10
0131 KRtl)80




0156 00 31	 I82010
0157 IF(RR(I))28#28.27
0154 27 A(I)a.0.001
01s9 GO 10 31
0160 28 A(I)=0.
0161 FONs(7CN(1#I)#TCN(K*I))/2
0162 p0 29 JsK1,K
0163 J1sR+1•J
0164 S•t%-J)•CTCN(J•I)•TCN(J1. t) -2eFON)
0165 29 A(I)sA(I)*J*S/CKi*K)
0166 IF(A ( I))30#3Q1#301
0167 30 Att)80.
0169 GO	 1C 31
0169 301 J48G




0174 WJ4 - K 2)30s,30v3 Q
0175 305 Jsso
-0176 K329141












0167 311 J n o









































022/6 372 DO 373	 J121,K2
0225 I1 2 hPT • K 4 J 1
0226 PARtJ1,1)2FLOA7(11)
0227 00 373	 122.10
0228 373 PARtJ1,1)R7CM(J1,I)





0234 00 08	 Ia2r10
0235 34 PARth2#:)2TCM(K1,I)












0246 N4 n 0
0247 NS'R2
± 07.49 60	 10 so
i 0249 386	 IF(hs)41,41.3a7
0250 367 Ns"hs -1t
0251 GO	 10	 SO
Q252 41 N1 n1






0259 Go	 1C	 s0
0260 451 IF(ho)3e6,386,381-
0261 452 00	 454	 I1s1,N2
0262 00	 454
	 1.2.10





0263• N 1 a 1
0269 GO	 1C	 355
wo s0 CONIlhUE
09x1 iF(h1)S2,l2,S1
0272 51 CALL	 PIO(h3,SR,SR)
0273 GO	 10	 60











1, 6X*' FL-4 'o6X,'FL-s'.6X#'FL- 6906X.'FL-7'
2 ,6X#IFL- BI)SX.OFL- 12f.4X.INPTI.
0264 108 F OR P A T (1'	 histogram to define background	 •	 / )







0003 Do	 i	 J181rN6
0004 MT8IFIX(AZ(J1,1))
0005 J8I ► IX CAI (41#11))
0006 1 WRIIE(3r102)MT•(At(J1•I)•Ia2.10)•J
'0407 11RIIEt3r10y)
0008 Do	 4	 I1810N2
0009 n I ► IX(PARtI1,i))
0010 2 WRItE( 3 ,10 6 )(P A Rt21•i)•I^2.10)•J	 '
0011 106 FORPAT(8X,9F10.1•I7)





CG;,; TUbRourlNc	 h %D(NV,4R#$G)
0002 DIME:JSION	 1:^^1),Sit(llr>iljtl)
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